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s readers of this publication will hopefully
recall, the last couple of articles
I wrote in 2015 were about the
ramifications of the Dog Owner’s Liability Act for Ontario
residents, and effective training programs for aggressive
dogs. This article is going to be
a little different in that it is a first
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A Cautionary
Tale
person account of an experience I had
over Christmastime, and the ongoing
implications of that experience. The picture
on this page is of a Caucasian Ovcharka
(also known as a Caucasus Mountain Dog)
puppy and was taken on Christmas Day.
She arrived in Canada at Pearson Airport
late on Christmas Eve, having made a two
day flight from Sofija, Bulgaria, spending
the overnight in Rome.
Before going on with this story, I want
to explain why I arranged for this puppy
to be flown halfway around the world.
Having previously owned one of the very
few Ovcharkas in Canada between 2007

The author’s Caucasian Ovcharka puppy, Sofia

and 2014, and having had to deal with
her unexpected death due to terminal
cancer, I had been looking for another one
for almost a year and a half. She was one
of my all-time favorite dogs (of the many
I have owned over the course of my life)
and she died way before her projected life
Continued on page 4
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Focus on Surgery…

TORONTO VETERINARY EMERGENCY HOSPITAL
24/7 EMERGENCY SERVICE

Our surgeons offer a complete range
of orthopedic, soft tissue & neurologic
procedures PLUS…

CARDIOLOGY
CRITICAL CARE

Minimally-invasive surgical techniques

REHABILITATION

(including laparoscopic biopsy, gastropexy,
cystotomy, ovariectomy & thoracoscopy)

INTERNAL MEDICINE

Fluoroscopy-assisted surgery

(including stenting for tracheal collapse,
ureteral calculi, fracture repair)

DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING

24/7 ICU & perioperative critical
care support for surgery patients

ANESTHESIOLOGY
NEUROLOGY &
NEUROSURGERY

Individualized patient care

(collaboration with anesthesia, diagnostic imaging, internal
medicine, cardiology, neurology & rehabilitation specialists)

SOFT TISSUE &
ORTHOPEDIC SURGERY

Non-surgical treatment options

(when appropriate, our surgeons will discuss
non-surgical treatment options & therapy choices)

Telephone consultation with referring DVMs

Email: AskUs@tveh.ca

(providing guidance on difficult or unusual surgical cases)

Website: www.TVEH.ca
1.888.593.7068

416.247.VETS (8387)
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Thanks to the encouragement of
my second employer and first business partner, Dr. Bert Barrett, I started
attending Toronto Academy lectures
in 1994. Bert, a regular attendee, understood the value of keeping current
and encouraged the same in me despite
having graduated only two years before.
In 1994, lectures were held in a
packed hotel banquet room with
terrible sight lines. There were no tables to lay your notes or drinks on, no
actual drinks, and dinner was cold cut
sandwiches. One of the upsides was
Dr. Bill Holley’s trumpet announcing
the end of dinner and the start of
evening lectures. We’ve come a long
way since then.
With time I came to understand
the value of the gem that is The
Toronto Academy of Veterinary Medicine. One of my constant frustrations
with conferences is having to choose
between topics of interest in competing time slots. With an individual
speaker presenting this is not a concern.
This also allows unprecedented access
to world class lecturers during and after
the talks.
This access is also the big benefit
over all the online options for continuing education that weren’t even imagined in 1994.
It unfortunately became easy for
me to take for granted the access to CE
I had. With as little effort as a trip to
Richmond Hill, then Vaughn, the world
of veterinary medicine was basically
coming to my door step.
I had entered the Atlantic Veterinary
College idealistic, and possibly slightly
naïve. I had wanted to be a veterinarian
since the age of 12, having discovered
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the James Herriot books. I still loved
working with animals, but found that
something was slightly off: I wasn’t
enjoying my job. In the course of the
20 years since starting veterinary
college, something had been lost. The
stresses of business ownership, dealing
with occasionally demanding clients,
and a lack of work life balance was
taking its toll, although I didn’t appreciate it at the time.
In 2008, due to a combination
of personal and professional circumstances, I attended a retreat called The
Trust Program, run by personal development coach Cynthia Barlow.
With help, I regained a sense of
appreciation of the value of what was
being provided to me and decided
I should start to give back a little to
something that had given me so much.
That new mandate, and a few too
many drinks at an Antech-sponsored
dinner, saw me admitting to Dr. Jen Day,
the then Scalpel editor, that I had edited
the student newspaper while at Nova
Scotia Agriculture College. Jen got
herself a new editor, and I was able to
start giving back as the new secretary of
The TAVM. I was in turn able to pass
the Scalpel torch to Dr. Fran Rotondo
last year and am very pleased to be
able to serve the TAVM as its current
president.
This upcoming year has a fantastic line-up of speakers in both the
Veterinary and Hospital Personal
Lecture Series. Make sure you attend
every lecture possible, listen as attentively as you can to the knowledge that
is being presented to you, and try to
not forget that young, possibly slightly
naïve, veterinary student you once
were. You might find yourself wanting
to give back a little as well.
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A Cautionary Tale
Continued from page 1

expectancy was attained. She
was an exceptional example
of the breed in that she was
the highest level of a guard
dog, but would immediately
stop her guarding behaviour
on a simple verbal command
100% of the time, something
that took a lot of work to
accomplish. You may be
wondering why I would want
such a dog, and I think a fair
explanation would be that
living on 50 acres without
any immediate neighbors,
kind of in the middle of
nowhere, makes it desirable
to have a guarding dog.
As mentioned, I had been
looking for another Ovcharka
for quite a while without any
luck, as there weren’t any
puppies available in Ontario,
or for that matter anywhere
in Canada, and hardly any
breeders in the States either.
Someone I knew in Florida
had recently gone to Bulgaria in person to visit the
kennel where the pictured
puppy was born, and came
back with two of his own.
He told me there was a very
nice female puppy left in the
litter there, and I should take
the opportunity to try to acquire her. That brings us to
Christmas Eve and the trip
to Pearson Airport, which is
where the cautionary part of
this tale begins.
In case you’re wondering, the cost of flying a puppy from Eastern Europe to
Ontario is not inexpensive,
but I figured it would be
4
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worth it to get a well-bred
Ovcharka, and the actual
puppy was a “gift” to me from
the breeder. What I didn’t
figure on was the blatant
price gouging added to the
process by the cargo company, airport procedures,
and Canada Customs. When
I negotiated a price for the
shipping cost on Alitalia
airlines I was satisfied at the
amount, but was unpleasantly
surprised when I arrived
at the airport and found
out about the other unbeknownst extra charges. For
example, it cost almost $100
just for someone to bring
the puppy a short distance
from the plane to the cargo
office, then another fee for
someone from the Canadian
Food Inspection Agency to
inspect the puppy. As there
was no veterinarian around,
I’m not quite sure what that
person’s qualifications were
to actually recognize any
health problems.
The next part of the
process was dealing with a
customs officer to determine
the amount of tax payable
for importing a dog, something I wasn’t sure I understood since I would have
gladly gotten an Ovcharka
puppy from Canada if there
was any such thing. What
I learned then and there is
that it is at the complete
discretion of a customs officer to charge whatever
amount of tax on what they
think a dog is worth. That
didn’t go particularly well, as
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A Cautionary Tale
I think the folks at Canada Customs were
not very happy about having to work
Christmas Eve night! Of course at that
point they know you’re not going to say
“I’m not going to pay that, so send this
puppy back to Bulgaria”.
On the good news front, the puppy
managed to make the trip in one piece,
except for a pretty severe gastrointestinal
upset which, while messy, went away on
its own after a few days. I thought that
was somewhat understandable due to
the stress of travel and being in a completely new environment with different
food, water, etc. Compared to all of the
things that could have gone wrong with
flying a dog here from Eastern Europe,
you could say we were lucky. We have
named her Sofija, after the Bulgarian
spelling of the capital city of her homeland.
If you don’t know anything about
Ovcharkas, let me say this: over the years
that I have been in the dog behaviour
business, I have had the opportunity to
assess about 2,500 dogs, including every
type of the guarding breeds that exist.
I can unequivocally assert that there is
no other dog like an Ovcharka. To say
that they are absolutely fearless sounds
good, but may not always be. “Absolutely fearless” may be a trait desirable in
a working police dog, but not a family pet.
Even at four months of age, little Sofie
was growling deeply at a coyote emerging from the woods near the house here;
if not for a fence she would have taken
off after this predator. As some Ovcharka males can grow up to 200 pounds
(females are smaller) a secure fence is a
necessity if you want to have one of these
dogs. I have included a picture on this
page of Sofie’s father, to give those unfamiliar with the breed some perspective
of what the adults are like. Also pictured
is the area of the property around the
house, illustrating the extensive fenc-
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Shown is the extensive fencing that is required for keeping a dog like an Ovcharka.

Sofie’s father in Bulgaria

ing needed for a dog like an Ovcharka.
Needless to say, they are not a suitable
breed to be kept in a city or town subdivision.
I’ve often heard it said about a particular type of dog that “this breed isn’t
for everyone”. What I would say regarding Ovcharkas is that they are hardly for
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anyone, as you must know how to deal
with their genetically hard-wired guarding behaviours that require lots of time
and effort, and have the appropriate
facilities to keep one safely. Most dog
owners would not be prepared to have
such a high maintenance dog. Nonetheless, if you know anyone who is intent
on getting one of them, they should
probably e-mail me first at: kvinson@
consultant.com so they will know what
they’re getting themselves into.
A better solution for most people
might be to look into getting a dog that
is a bit older, from a shelter or rescue
organization here in Ontario, as there
are plenty of such dogs available in need
of a good home.
For the record, my next dog is going
to be a rescue from a shelter.
Kerry Vinson, founder of Animal Behaviour Consultants,
has a BA in Psychology and has extensively studied animal
learning and behaviour modification. In addition to conducting
seminars on canine behaviour at colleges and other venues
throughout Southern Ontario, and assessing dogs with behavioural problems, he has been designated by the Province as an
Expert Witness in the area of canine aggression. As a result,
he has testified on behalf of the Ontario Coroner’s Office in
the Trempe Inquest, and numerous other high-profile court
cases between 1999 and 2015. For more information, contact
him at (800) 754-3920 or (705) 295-3920.
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24/7

Emergency Hospital
Specialist
Referral Centre

Out of Hours Specialist Services
To assist our referring community, we continue to
offer the following out of hours services:
• Neurology/MRI
• Ultrasonography
• Endoscopic foreign body removal
• Surgery Department open on Saturdays for appointments
and surgeries/procedures
• Criticalist on site 7 days a week
• Emergency open 24/7

Please contact the hospital for further information at
(905) 829-9444

HOSPITAL INFORMATION

Our Team
Anesthesiology

Dr. Monica Rosati

Referral Services

Cardiology

Dr. Sandra Minors

Clinical Pathology

Dr. Emmeline Tan

By appointment only, Monday to Saturday
(service dependent)

Critical Care

Dr. Jennifer Kyes / Dr. Jaime Chandler
Dr. Rita Ghosal (Resident)

Dentistry

Dr. Lee Jane Huffman

Dermatology

Dr. Tony Yu / Dr. Charlie Pye

Emergency

Dr. Kendra Goulet / Dr. Jeff Madge
Dr. Adrian Stroia / Dr. Vasile Dzsurdzsa
Dr. Lucy Fernandes / Dr. Alison Little

Internal Medicine

Dr. Beth Hanselman / Dr. Jinelle Webb
Dr. Dinaz Naigamwalla / Dr. Kirsten Prosser

Neurology / MRI

Dr. Carolina Duque / Dr. Andrea Finnen

Oncology

Dr. Meredith Gauthier

Ophthalmology

Dr. Michael Zigler / Dr. Tara Richards

Rehabilitation

Kristine Lee, PT / Joanna (Freeman) Pyke, PT

Surgery

Dr. Krista Halling / Dr. Alexandra Bos
Dr. Sylvain Bichot / Dr. Seanna Swayne

Emergency Services
We are here for you, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
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2285 Bristol Circle, Oakville, ON L6H 6P8
Tel: (905) 829-9444

VETEMERGENCY.CA

Fax: (905) 829-9646 Email: info@vetemergency.ca

“Your family veterinarian and us, the perfect team for your pet’s complete care.”

Understanding the Significance of
Signage – for Veterinarian Tenants
Dale Willerton and Jeff Grandfield
- The Lease Coach
As we explain in our new book,
Negotiating Commercial Leases &
Renewals FOR DUMMIES, it’s much
easier for pet owners to find your
practice if you have a prominent sign
with your business name on it out
front. The bigger the sign, the better
– and the more attractive the sign, the
better too.
Don’t just assume, however, that
your landlord shares your vision of
a large sign identifying your business
on or in front of his property. Veterinarian tenants can easily overlook
that their landlords may want to restrict all tenant signage on the property. Tenant requests for more or
larger signage are often rejected by
landlords.
Landlords impose signage criteria and restrictions mainly because
whatever they allow one tenant to
do signage-wise, the other tenants
may also want to do. Most landlords
prefer an uncluttered property without extra signage simply because it
looks more attractive. If your landlord
does allow you to place a sign on the
property, creating and maintaining
it is your responsibility. This extra
work on your part, however, can be
beneficial:
• Signage can make your practice
easier to find for pet owners who
are specifically looking for you.
Obviously, if you’re located in an
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area with a sea of shopping plazas
or office buildings, a sign with
your name on it makes it much
easier for visitors to pick you
out of the crowd.
• Signage can bring in customer
traffic. People requiring treatment
for their pets who don’t know
you’re there may be drawn in by
your sign as they walk or drive by.
• Signage will become recognized
by local residents who will see
you as they commute to and from
work daily. These residents are
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eventually more likely to visit
your place of business because
they are familiar with your name.
With that being said, note that
your landlord may allow certain types
of signage and not others, Typically,
the landlord usually requires graphic
drawings of your sign for written approval or provides you with a signage
criteria package that you must follow
as part of your lease agreement. Read
this information carefully and understand that your landlord may consent
to one type of signage but not anothContinued on page 8
The Scalpel
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Understanding the Significance of Signage
– for Veterinarian Tenants
Continued from page 7

er. To give you a better idea of what
may or may not be allowed, here are
the most common types of signage:
Building signage: This is the signage
that almost every in a veterinary practice location will have and it will generally appear directly above your main
entry door. However, do not overlook
the possibilities of having signage on
multiple sides or even the rear of the
commercial property if that will provide you additional exposure to walkby or drive-by traffic.
Monument signage: A monument
sign resembles a tombstone coming
out of the ground and, typically, advertises just one or a few select tenants. Monument signs are not that
common, but they can make your
practice look more substantial if you
can get one.
Pylon signage: The tall sign by the
roadway that tells passers-by what
tenants are in the plaza is called the
pylon sign. A property may have several pylon signs, which all display the
name of the plaza at the top of the
sign. Don’t just assume that you will
automatically get a panel of the pylon
sign. There are often more tenants in
a property than sign panels available,
so make this a part of your offer to
lease or lease renewal. Ideally, try to
pick your actual panel (both front and
8
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back), because a panel higher
up on the pylon sign is usually
more visible and read first.
Sandwich board signage
and banners: These may be
extremely useful for tenants
offering a limited time special but landlords may say no.
If these are of interest to you,
negotiate for them in advance.
The Lease Coach will often negotiate predetermined times
when the tenant can use these
signs … landlords may be more
comfortable in knowing these
signs will not be out all year
and thereby not create signage
clutter.
Temporary pull-away signage:
These are the signs on wheels covered
with images or business messages.
Most landlords hate these signs and
the problems that they create. Don’t
just assume that you may be able to
have pull-away signage for your grand
opening (or as a reminder to have
pets spayed or neutered). Landlords
think these signs clutter or obstruct
their property and may only allow
limited numbers of pull-away signs to
be used (and shared) by many tenants
throughout the year. Again, negotiate pull-away signage rights up front,
because the landlord doesn’t have to
let you put these signs up if they are
not included in the lease agreement.

Newsletter

For a complimentary copy of
our CD, Leasing Dos & Don’ts for
Commercial Tenants, please e-mail
DaleWillerton@TheLeaseCoach.com

Dale Willerton and Jeff Grandfield - The Lease Coach
are Commercial Lease Consultants who work exclusively
for tenants. Dale and Jeff are professional speakers and
co-authors of Negotiating Commercial Leases & Renewals
For Dummies (Wiley, 2013). Got a leasing question? Need
help with your new lease or renewal? Call 1-800-738-9202,
e-mail DaleWillerton@TheLeaseCoach.com or visit www.
TheLeaseCoach.com.
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Where the Wild Things Go –

What to do when a client brings a wild
animal to your clinic
Victoria Badham
Toronto Wildlife Centre

What is Wildlife
Rehabilitation?

Toronto Wildlife Centre
(TWC) is a charitable wildlife
rescue organization providing
medical treatment and rehabilitative care to sick, injured and
orphaned wild animals. Since
opening in 1993, more than
83,000 wild animals, representing over 270 different species,
have been admitted for care.
The Wildlife Emergency
Hotline at TWC regularly
responds to calls from veterinary clinics seeking advice about
sick, injured or orphaned wild
animals. This article outlines
the complex field of wildlife rehabilitation, explains why it is
critical for wild animals to be in
the care of trained and licensed
wildlife rehabilitators, and details steps that should be taken
when a wild animal is brought
into a veterinary clinic.

Veterinarians are experts when it
comes to dogs, cats and other pets and
livestock, but a different knowledge
set is required to help wild species.
Wildlife rehabilitators provide care to
sick, injured and orphaned wild animals with the goal of releasing them
back into the wild. A wildlife rehabilitation centre differs from a zoo or
sanctuary as animals are only in care
temporarily—they are admitted from
the wild because they need medical attention, and will be returned to
the wild as soon as possible.1 Wildlife
rehabilitators have varied backgrounds
and although some have completed
degrees in biology or even veterinary medicine, working with wildlife

Image 1: Horned Grebe

requires additional training which
can be acquired through wildlife
rehabilitation organizations, and
working with experienced rehabilitators. Permits are required from the
Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources and/or Canada Wildlife Service in
order to practice.

The Role of Veterinary
Medicine
Veterinary medicine plays a critical role in wildlife rehabilitation.
Dr. Heather Reid is TWC’s Head
Wildlife Veterinarian and provides
medical care to hundreds of wild
species. Reid says, “In many ways,
wildlife medicine is similar to treating domestic species. While physiContinued on page 12

Image 1a: Horned Grebe’s unique feet

1

“What is Wildlife Rehabilitation?”, Toronto Wildlife Centre, https://www.torontowildlifecentre.com/what-we-do/wildlife-rehabilitation/, (February 10, 2016).
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Tue

Wed

2:00pm - 8:30pm
Feline Gastrointestinal Disease Update
(With a Little Pain!)

SPEAKER: Susan Little, DVM, DABVP (Feline)
Owner
Bytown Cat Hospital
Join me for a feline medicine update on April 1, 2016. We will focus on
gastrointestinal disease, with lectures on what to do about elevated liver
enzymes in apparently healthy cats, the best treatment for IBD, and new
ways to treat constipation in cats (no more manual disimpactions!). These
topics will be paired with one on recognizing pain in cats, that includes a new
scoring system that is easy to use. All lectures will have practical tips and
insights you can use right away.

SPONSOR:
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Tuesday, April 12
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Sun Mon

Tue

Sat

S e r i e s

Tuesday, May 10

2:00pm - 8:30pm
Care Beyond a Cure: Amazing Advances in
Veterinary Oncology – 2016
SPEAKER: Gregory Ogilvie, DVM, Diplomate ACVIM (Internal Medicine,
Oncology), ECVIM-CA (Oncology)
Professor, Division Director of Veterinary Oncology at UCSD; Head and Director
of the Angel Care Cancer Center, University of California San Diego Moores
Cancer Center; Angel Care Center California Veterinary Specialists
The goal of these interactive lectures is to update the veterinarian and veterinary
health care team using practical, effective and most up-to-date techniques to diagnose and effectively treat cancer while supporting the client. Cancer is different than
any other disease we treat in that it is a disease of emotion ... yet cancer is the most
curable of all chronic diseases. Each lecture is constantly revised and updated while
being concise, practical and illustrated with many pictures and videos. Hence, these
lectures will reveal techniques for developing and equipping a veterinary health care
team that includes staff, veterinarians and the clients to provide total care for the
patient during the fight against cancer. See how we use this as a blueprint to develop
a dynamic bond centered practice for personal, financial and professional success.

SPONSOR:

SPEAKER BIOGRAPHY:
Susan Little, DVM, DABVP (Feline)
Dr. Susan Little received her BSc from Dalhousie University (Nova Scotia, Canada)
and her DVM from the Ontario Veterinary
College, University of Guelph. She has been
in feline practice since 1990 and achieved
board certification in Feline Practice in 1997.
She is part owner of two feline specialty
practices in Ottawa, Canada. She is a board
member and President of the American Assoc. of Feline Practitioners (2015) as well as being a past board member and
Past President of the Winn Feline Foundation. Dr. Little joins the National
Board of Veterinary Medical Examiners in 2015 representing the American
Animal Hospital Association. She is a peer reviewer for veterinary journals
as well as the author of many journal articles. Dr. Little is the recipient of the
Canadian Veterinary Medical Assoc. Small Animal Practitioner Award (2010),
the NAVC Small Animal Speaker of the Year Award (2013), and the International Society of Feline Medicine/Hill’s Pet Nutrition Award for outstanding
contributions to feline medicine (2013). She is the editor and co-author of
The Cat – Clinical Medicine and Management (Elsevier, 2012) and Volume 7
of August’s Consultations in Feline Internal Medicine (Elsevier, 2015).
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SPEAKER BIOGRAPHY:
Gregory Ogilvie, DVM, Diplomate ACVIM
(Internal Medicine, Oncology), ECVIM-CA
(Oncology)
Dr. Ogilvie is Professor and Division Director of Veterinary Oncology, University of California San Diego,
Moores Cancer Center and director of the Angel Care
Center at California Veterinary Specialists. At the Angel
Care Cancer Center, Greg cares for patients and their
families, teaches interns, residents, veterinary students
and develops novel, new compassionate cancer therapies for pets and people. Greg
has coauthored four books: Managing the Veterinary Cancer Patient, Feline Oncology: Compassionate Care for Cats with Cancer, Managing the Canine Cancer Patient:
A Practical Guide to Compassionate Care and his newest, A Compassionate Guide to
Cancer Care. This fifth generation Colorado native has also written over 200 scientific
articles and chapters as well as over 120 scientific abstracts and posters. He has been
awarded two international patents, over 10 million dollars in research grants and endowments as a principal or co-investigator, and is the recipient of many awards. Dr.
Ogilvie has lectured in scores of countries to many thousands of students, veterinarians,
physicians, and scientists in Africa, New Zealand, Asia, Europe, the Middle East, South
America and North America by sharing his love of the practice of veterinary medicine
and oncology. When not caring for pets and people, Greg is a certified ski instructor and
enjoys camping, SCUBA and long distance cycling. He has volunteered as a counselor
at the Sky High Hope Camp for children who have cancer, for 15 years. His greatest joys
are his daughter, Torrie and wife, Karla, and their small herd of four legged children.
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h o s p i ta l p e r s o n n e l S e r i e s
Wednesday, April 13

Wednesday, May 11

7:30pm-10:00pm

7:30pm-10:00pm

Infectious Diseases

Putting Behaviour Into Practice:
Happy Pets = Happy Clients, Staff and Vets

SPEAKER: Scott Weese, DVM, DVSc, Diplomate ACVIM
Department of Pathobiology
OVC University of Guelph
What’s new in multidrug resistant bacteria? While statements about the “end
of the antibiotic era” are overly sensational, it is undeniable that antimicrobial
resistance poses tremendous challenges to veterinary and human medicine.
This presentation will outline important multidrug resistant pathogens, with
an emphasis on the practical measures that are needed in veterinary hospitals
for management of infections, care of patients and prevention of zoonotic disease. Case studies in zoonotic diseases: clients often have questions about zoonotic diseases and knowing how to respond to questions that arise following
diagnoses or general client counseling is important. This presentation will use
a series of cases to outline important aspects in zoonotic diseases. Prevention
of surgical site infections: while surgical site infections tend to be uncommon,
they can be highly problematic, resulting in patient morbidity (and even mortality), client frustration, costs, clinician frustration and negative perceptions of
a hospital. Prevention of all surgical site infections in not realistic but measures
can (and must) be taken to reduce the risk of infection. This presentation will
outline important measures to reduce the risk of infections while maintaining
an efficient clinic.

SPONSOR:

SPEAKER: Gary Landsberg, BSc, DVM, Dip ACVB, Dip ECAWBM
North Toronto Veterinary Behaviour Specialty Clinic
		

We will first examine “fear free” methods for preventing and managing fear and
aggression in the veterinary practice. The seminar will then focus on how to deal
with pet owner complaints about behavior issues with their pet with a simplified
format for how most behavior cases should be managed.

SPONSOR:

SPEAKER BIOGRAPHY:
Gary Landsberg, BSc, DVM, Dip ACVB, Dip
ECAWBM
North Toronto Veterinary Behaviour Specialty
Clinic

SPEAKER BIOGRAPHY:
Scott Weese, DVM, DVSc, Diplomate ACVIM
Department of Pathobiology
OVC University of Guelph
DR. WEESE is a veterinary internist and microbiologist, and a Diplomate of the American College of
Veterinary Internal Medicine. He is a Professor at the
Ontario Veterinary College, University of Guelph and
interim Director the University of Guelph’s Centre for
Public Health and Zoonoses. He is also Chief of Infection Control at the Ontario Veterinary College Teaching Hospital and holds a Canada Research Chair
in zoonotic diseases. He has authored or co-authored over 200 papers in peer
reviewed journals, edited two books and speaks extensively on infectious disease topics.

Dr. Gary Landsberg received his DVM from the Ontario Veterinary College in 1976 and is a diplomate of
the both the American College of Veterinary Behaviorists and the European colleges of Animal Welfare and
Behavioural Medicine and presently serves on their executive board. He offers
behavior consultation services at the North Toronto Veterinary Behaviour Specialty Clinic in Thornhill, is a consultant for VIN, Vice President of Veterinary
Affairs for CanCog Technologies and a member of the fear free initiative advisory
panel. He is the author of 100 articles and book chapters and co-author of Behavior Problems of the Dog and Cat, third edition from Saunders, Elsevier in 2013.
Dr. Landsberg received the companion animal behaviour award from AAHA in
2000, and the meritorious service award from the Western Veterinary Conference
in 2014.

2016

SEMINARS
Mark your calendars for these exciting continuing
education seminars. As always, seminars are held
at Dave and Buster’s in Concord.
Dave & Buster’s, Concord, SouthEast corner of Hwys 400 & 7
120 Interchange Way, Concord, ON. L4K 5C3
(905) 760-7600
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Where the Wild Things Go – What to do when a client brings
a wild animal to your clinic
Continued from page 9

ology, pharmacology and anatomy
will differ, the same basic principles
apply: stabilize fractures, cover wounds,
provide analgesia, address dehydration, and ensure adequate nutrition
in a form appropriate for that species”.
At the same time, Reid says that
it is important to be aware of the
significant differences between treating domestics and wildlife and that
“unlike domestic animals, wild animals
are not comforted by being touched
or having people talk reassuringly to
them”. She emphasizes that “wild
animals are terrified in our presence
and we always handle them as little as
possible, keep their cage covered at all
times and limit the number of people
around them.”
Image 2: Stressed Kestrel

Assessing Sick, Injured and
Orphaned Wild Animals
It may be tempting to admit wild
animals that arrive at your clinic,
but there are many reasons why
this should be avoided. Nathalie
Karvonen, TWC’s Executive Director
explains that “assessing a wild animal
is a much different process that requires
knowledge of the natural history and
behaviours of each species. The right
questions must be asked, which include
but are not limited to:
• What species is this?
• Do I know how to safely work with
this animal?
12
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• What type of enclosure and enrichment will it need?
• Is it orphaned and is there a possibility for reuniting it with its
parents?
• How will this injury/treatment
impact its ability to survive in the
wild?
• What and how does it eat?
An incorrect assessment can put the life
of a wild animal at risk”.
Karvonen has heard many stories
about incorrect assessments of wild
animals. TWC’s hotline once received
a call from a veterinary clinic about a

Newsletter

horned grebe (Image 1, Image 1a on
page 9); concerned that it was unable
to walk, veterinary clinic staff sought
advice on its viability and how to
proceed. TWC staff know that grebes
have unique feet making them fantastic swimmers, but unable to walk
on land. A grebe in this situation may
have been treated for spinal or leg injuries or even needlessly euthanized if
veterinary staff had not reached out to
a wildlife rehabilitator.
Feisty little American kestrels
(Image 2, above) are another example
of a species that could fool someone
unaware of its natural behaviours.
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When threatened, stressed kestrels fall
onto their backs, exposing their talons as a defence mechanism. TWC’s
hotline once received a call from a
vet clinic about to euthanize a kestrel
exhibiting this behaviour, assuming a
neurological problem. Thankfully, the
bird was transferred to TWC for care.
These cases aside, wild animals are
simply different than domestic animals and require different care. They
have different dietary needs, handling requirements, enrichment and
enclosure needs, different parasites
and diseases that practitioners must
be aware of. Reid says that “handling
wild animals requires proper training,
safety equipment and knowledge of potential zoonotic diseases. Only people
who have been vaccinated against rabies (and have a protective titre) should
come in contact with “rabies-vector species” such as raccoons, foxes, skunks and
bats. Working with wildlife requires a
great deal of preparation, including the
development of basic protocols and ensuring that the proper equipment is on
hand.”

How Veterinary Clinics
Can Help Wildlife
Wild animals end up in the care of
veterinary clinics for a variety of reasons but two main reasons stand out
– first, veterinarians often feel obliged
to help wild animals brought in by a
client, and second, they are unaware
that wildlife rehabilitators exist. So
what should staff at your clinic do if
a wild animal is brought into your
clinic?
The first step is to become acquainted with your local wildlife rehabilitator. In the Greater Toronto
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Area, clients can be directed to TWC’s
Wildlife Emergency Hotline (416631-0662) where trained staff can ask
the client questions directly and assess the situation. In the meantime,
wild animals should be contained
to ensure they do not escape and to
avoid injury to the client, as well as
the animal. Food, water and medications should not be given prior to being assessed by a wildlife rehabilitator.
In most situations, the client will be
asked to transport the animal to the
wildlife rehabilitator.
In the rare case that a client absolutely refuses to contact a wildlife
rehabilitator and leaves the animal
at the clinic, be sure to collect their
name, phone number, a description
of the situation and the exact location where the animal was found. In
the vast majority of cases, pick-up by a
wildlife rehabilitator is not an option,
meaning that the veterinary clinic will
ultimately be responsible for transporting the animal, and some rehabilitation facilities are hours away. It is
important to keep in mind that, a long
delay in assessment of the wild animal
can have serious implications for its
well-being. For example, if the animal
is a baby, the delay could mean a lost
chance at reuniting with its parents –
the best caregivers. When a wildlife
rehabilitator accepts a baby that has
been taken out of a normal situation
by a person, it displaces much-needed
resources for orphans that really do
need help. For orphaned common
species, such as raccoons or eastern
gray squirrels, lack of space in a wildlife rehabilitation facility often leaves
no other option than euthanasia – a
sad reality that reaffirms the need for
a proper assessment by a trained wild-
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life professional.

Extreme Cases and
Euthanasia
In most cases, wild animals are
only caught by humans when they
have become so defenceless as a result of their illness or injury that they
can no longer escape from a predator. Sometimes an injury is so severe
that rehabilitation is not an option.
Reid explains that “Wildlife has to be
able to survive, reproduce and behave
normally to be released back into the
wild. Any injury that will prevent this
requires careful evaluation by a wildlife
rehabilitator. However, there are some
obvious problems that require immediate euthanasia; these include loss of a
wing in a bird, loss of a limb in a mammal, severe fractures that involve joints,
a spinal fracture that results in complete
paralysis, or loss of both eyes”. Reid also
notes that while these circumstances are severe, “If in doubt it is always
best to consult your local wildlife rehabilitation centre for advice.”

The Realities of Wildlife
Rehabilitation
People sometimes express their
frustration regarding the length of time
it takes to contact a wildlife rehabilitator and the lack of space available to admit wild patients. The reality remains
that very few wildlife rehabilitators
exist in Ontario. Whether a centre
such as TWC, or a home-based effort,
all operate on donations and struggle
to raise funds. Wild animals cannot
pay their own medical bills and there
is far more demand for help from the
Continued on page 14
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Where the Wild Things Go – What to do when a client brings
a wild animal to your clinic
Continued from page 13

their communities.

public than there are resources and
facilities to help. An increase in the
number of trained and licensed wildlife rehabilitators in Ontario would go
a long way toward helping Ontario’s
wildlife, as well as the clients that find
these animals.

https://www.torontowildlifecentre.
com/store/

Learning More
There are several excellent resources available that provide guidance to
people who regularly deal with wildlife situations and/or wish to enter the
wildlife rehabilitation field. Based on
the experience and expertise accumulated over 2 decades, “Answering the
Call of the Wild”, a 500+ page manual
created by TWC, is an extensive information resource to aid people responding to calls about wildlife from

14
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There are also several umbrella
organizations for wildlife rehabilitation at the provincial and international levels including:
National Wildlife Rehabilitators
Association (NWRA)
http://www.nwrawildlife.org/

wildlife rehabilitators and those wishing to enter the field.
Increased concern for wild animals
among veterinarians, their staff and
clients is beneficial to the well-being
of wild animals. At the same time, it
is critical that veterinary clinics reach
out to the wildlife rehabilitation community and work closely with trained
and licensed wildlife professionals.
Working together will have the greatest impact on the well-being of local
wildlife.

International Wildlife Rehabilitation Council (IWRC)
https://theiwrc.org/
Ontario Wildlife Rehabilitation and
Education Network (OWREN)
http://www.owren-online.org/
Each organization offers courses,
certifications and other resources for
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Victoria Badham worked on TWC’s Wildlife Emergency
Hotline for 3 years, providing expert advice to members of
the public about sick, injured and orphaned wildlife. Now the
Grants Coordinator, she helps to raise much-needed funds to
support TWC’s wildlife rehabilitation, rescue and education
programming. She has a B.A. in Environmental Policy from
the University of Toronto and is currently completing a M.Ed.
in Adult Education and Community Development. A key
interest in her studies has been exploring humane education
techniques that value human rights, animal protection, and
environmental stewardship as connected and necessary for a
healthy city.
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The IDEXX Preventive Care Contest

SHARE

WIN
OUR VIDEO & YOU COULD

KEEP CALM
AND

SPREAD THE
WORD ABOUT
PREVENTIVE
CARE

No purchase necessary. Contest ends June 30, 2016 at 11:59 p.m. ET. Open to Canadian residents who have reached the age of majority and who are veterinarians, employees or officers
of a veterinary clinic or hospital in Canada. Must have a valid IDEXX account number to enter. The prize consists of a trip for two to attend the 2016 London Vet Show on November 17
and 18. The prize includes transportation, hotel accommodation for 5 days, tickets to attend the conference and $1,000 in spending money, for a maximum value of $7,500. Skill-testing
question required. Contest rules at idexxpreventivecarecontest.ca.

Visit our contest website, share our preventive
care video, and you could go to the 2016

LONDON VET SHOW!
idexxpreventivecarecontest.ca

IN-HOUSE DIAGNOSTICS  DIGITAL IMAGING AND TELEMEDICINE  REFERENCE LABORATORIES  CLIENT AND PRACTICE MANAGEMENT

In the

NEWS
What climate change means
for your pet
TheStar.com
Sue Manning, Associated Press
Wednesday February 3, 2016
LOS ANGELES—Climate change doesn’t
just affect habitats for wildlife. It’s also affecting cats and dogs.
Fleas and ticks are getting smaller, but there
are more of them, they eat more often, and
they’re causing problems in what used to be
the colder months.
Heartworm is spread by mosquitoes, but
those mosquitoes — which used to be found
only in certain regions — are now carrying the
disease all over the United States.
Increased temperatures have turned kitten
season into a year-long event instead of a
spring ritual. The weather is even disrupting hibernation for a California woman’s pet
tortoises.
NASA recently declared that 2015 was the
hottest year on Earth in 136 years of recordkeeping with an average temperature of 58.62
degrees.
For pet-owners, those changes may mean
rethinking preventive care like giving dogs flea
and tick repellent and heartworm pills.
For example, now that heartworm has been
found in every state, “I don’t know why a
person wouldn’t give his dog heartworm pills
once a month. That seems like a no-brainer,”
said Gregory D. Ebel, professor and specialist
in infectious diseases at Colorado State University’s veterinary school in Fort Collins.
Ticks cause Lyme disease in dogs as well
as in humans. The bugs are most active in
warm months, but with cities in the Northeast

Pet care goes high-tech
Peter Nowak, Special to the Star
Saturday January 17, 2016

Animal Behaviour

Pet owners are expected to spend $8.3 billion
on them by 2018, up from $6.6 billion in 2014.

Behavioural Assessments
of Problem Dogs

While virtual reality headsets and 4K
television panels made most of the headlines at this year’s CES — one of the largest
technology trade shows in the world, with
more than 150,000 attendees — a number of
exhibitors were also showing off the latest in
pet gadgetry.
Pet ownership and spending numbers look
to support such gadgets.
Fifty-seven per cent of Canadian households own pets, and owners are expected to
spend $8.3 billion on them by 2018, up from
$6.6 billion in 2014, according to research
group Packaged Facts.
Much of the spending is going to betterquality food, veterinary visits and even Halloween costumes.
San Diego-based startup CleverPet, for
one, drew crowds at CES with its “game
console for dogs.” The dome-shaped device

Consultants
done in your client’s home
Focusing on Canine Aggression

Serving Toronto and surrounding areas.
NEW
For information, visit
WE
www.animalbehaviourconsultants.com
or call (800) 754-3920 or (705) 295-3920

BSITE

Kerry Vinson, B.A. (Psych), Certificates in Canine Behaviour Problems
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and Midwest setting record highs this past
December, calendars no longer offer guidance
on when pet-owners should worry and when
they can relax. Dogs should be checked for
ticks, just like people, and veterinarians can
offer guidance on a variety of pest repellent
products.
Margery Cooper, a dog owner in Brooklyn,
New York, lost her beloved dog Scout to complications from Lyme disease a few years ago.
She’s now the owner of Penny, a mixed-breed
rescue, and she’s vigilant about checking Penny
for ticks, especially after they go on hikes
together.
Madeline Bernstein, president of the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
Los Angeles, has even noticed changes in her
18-year-old tortoises, George and Mulan. They
normally hibernate from October or November to April or May. But they were late going
down this season and in mid-January, one of
them was up walking around in 70-degree
weather, Bernstein said.
She made sure it didn’t eat. “Going back to
sleep with undigested food could kill it,” she
said.
At work, Bernstein is surrounded by more
evidence of climate change: twice as many kittens. “Flea season used to be seasonal too, but
now we treat for fleas all year long,” Bernstein
added.
John Trumble, a distinguished professor
of entomology at the University of California,
Riverside, said environmental conditions are
creating larger populations of smaller fleas
and ticks that will eat more frequently, develop
more rapidly and spread more pathogens.
Drought in Texas and California has dried
up small water sources that once served horses,
sheep and other animals. Now, he said, wet
weather brought by the El Nino phenomenon
will create all kinds of pools and puddles that
will draw the pests, “setting the animals up for
an increase in insect-borne diseases like West
Nile virus,” a mosquito-borne disease that affects horses and people.
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doesn’t run Call of Duty or Super Mario, but
it does dispense food as a reward to pets that
can solve its simple memory games.
The CleverPet Hub has three touch-pads
that light up in different sequences. If a dog
— or cat — touches the pads in the correct
order, a small amount of food is released.
“Most dogs spend their lives sad and alone
at home with nothing to do, often in small
apartments in cities, and they cause havoc as
a consequence,” says co-founder Leo Trottier.
“This gives them something to do.”
Trottier and his two co-founders, who
have doctorates in cognitive science and neuroscience, created the CleverPet Hub because
they love their pets, but also because they lead
busy lives and worry about the boredom their
animals experience when they’re not around.
They plan to ship their device, which sells for
$299 (U.S.), in April.
Los Angeles-based PetNet is coming from
a similar mindset with its Smart Feeder and
Smart Bowl. Both connect to Wi-Fi and allow
pet owners to monitor how much their pets
eat. The Smart Bowl has an LED progress
bar that shows owners the correct amount of
food that their pet should be getting based on
the animal’s profile, which is entered into the
associated phone app.
The Smart Feeder, meanwhile, also allows
owners to schedule food dispensing times or
control releases manually from their phone.
“Most owners guess at how much they’re
feeding their pet and what they’re feeding
their pet,” says company founder Carlos
Herrera. “Unfortunately, they usually guess
wrong.”
The Smart Feeder is available now for $149
(U.S.), while the Smart Bowl will go on sale in
April for $49 (U.S.).
A number of startups, including France’s
CanHegat, are pushing the idea of healthier
pets with FitBit-like activity trackers.
The company’s collar-like device may not
spur pets to get off their duffs and exercise,
but it does collect and display their activity on a website that can be reviewed by a
vet. Owners can also input their dog or cat’s
feeding habits to get a more holistic health
snapshot.
The CanHe-Fit is expected to cost $100
and ship broadly in September.
Like just about everyone involved in this
space, company founder Nicolas Loiseau —
an animal health researcher — was driven to
create his product by a desire to help his own
pets.
“I was always afraid of having a fat dog or
fat cat because I’m really active. But I don’t
have time to play with my pet,” he says.
San Francisco-based Petcube was also at
CES to announce new functionalities for its
already hot-selling device. Petcube owners will be getting a free software update in
the spring that will add sound and motion
detection capabilities to their cube-shaped
cameras, which can used to monitor and talk
to pets.
The Petcube also features a built-in laser
pointer that owners can direct remotely by
swiping on their phone’s screen. The software
update will include an autoplay function so
that pets will be able to chase the laser dot
around without their owner having to be
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involved.
Lastly, Petcube is also announcing cloudbased recording subscription packages for the
camera, for better home security. “It provides
the added benefit of seeing what’s going on at
home when you’re not able to,” says spokesperson Vivian Lee.
Gadget makers are clearly barking up the
right tree.
Toronto psychiatrist kingmaker
for prestigious New York dog
competition
Filip Bondy, The New York Times
Monday February 15, 2016
NEW YORK—Dr. Richard Meen fully
grasps the monastic nature of his powers. On
Tuesday night, just 30 minutes before the Best
in Show competition at the Westminster Kennel Club Dog Show begins at Madison Square
Garden, he will descend from his sequestered
post in the Warwick Hotel in Manhattan to
decide, alone, which of the animals is the purest of the purebreds.
He, and nobody else, will act as judge and
jury to anoint one dog as the exemplar of
breeding standards. For Meen, it is an honour
and a great responsibility, he said recently.
Naturally, he seemed as nervous as a Chihuahua crossing Seventh Avenue.
“You can’t help but feel the second-guessing,” Meen, a Toronto psychiatrist, said. “But
you try to make a decision rooted in experience and knowledge. I trust the energy that
comes through me while I’m looking at the
dog. In those eyes, I’m looking at the history
of that breed through the ages. That’s what
judges should be doing, looking into the ancient past — the dog’s function, its country.”
Dog shows in North America employ just
one professional judge to evaluate breeds,
groups and best in show. It is an odd tradition. Nearly every other judged competition
in the world demands the rankings of several
arbiters. Boxing, figure skating, gymnastics
and even American Idol would never trust the
opinion of a single judge.
“Personally, I prefer it this way,” Meen said
of his solitary role as kingmaker. “In England,
at specialty shows, you’ll have a minimum
of two or three judges, and then the negotiations between them can become complicated
and nasty. With one judge, you’re getting a
consistent approach from one background.”
The owners and handlers, naturally, are
forever trying to analyze the judge’s predilections. Many entrants have poured tens of
thousands of dollars into promotion, travel
and training. The last thing they want at
Westminster is a judge who has snubbed their
dog at another show and may do so again. In
some cases, an owner will skip Westminster
after scrutinizing the list of judges and finding it unpromising.
“When I was exhibiting,” Meen said, “I
knew what the judges liked and didn’t like.
Many exhibitors have done their research.
They will have an opinion, but they can’t read
my mind. The problem with dog people is
they hang out together and talk.”
Meen’s sweetheart affair with dogs began
in Canada in 1959, when he was a medical
student at the University of Western Ontario.
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On his daily commute, he would walk past
a house with two Afghan hounds in the
backyard. He instantly became enamoured
and was soon a breeder of borzois, or Russian
wolfhounds. Years later, he was licensed to
judge five groups.
In order to eliminate the perception of
favouritism, Meen will stay far away from the
judging events that begin Monday. He said he
preferred a fresh start and had plans to attend
the theatre.
Among the pressures Meen will face
Tuesday night are the vocal demands of the
Garden fans, who typically prefer the more
popular breeds, exemplified by the 2015 best
in show champion, Miss P, a beagle. Meen
must ignore such siren cries. He will also try
to forget that he ever saw any of these dogs at
other events or in expensive trade magazine
ads.
“It’s impossible not to see the ads since
they are everywhere in the mail and at dog
shows,” Meen said. “I enjoy reading the columns, but often I am amazed at the pictures
used, frequently showing major faults even by
attempting to hide them. When you’re in the
ring, there’s no time to reflect on the influence of advertisements.”
Meen, a former president and chairman
of the board of the Canadian Kennel Club,
is the sixth foreign judge in 140 years of the
Westminster show. His appointment was
quietly made two years ago. In order to avoid
whispering and influence-peddling, the appointment was kept secret until 2015.
Thomas Bradley, the chairman of the
Westminster show, who selected Meen to
judge best in show, said he believed he had
made the correct choice but joked that Meen
might extend the already too-long show,
broadcast on USA Network.
“He’s a psychiatrist, and he should have
been an actor,” Bradley said. “His voice has
great resonance, and he’s going to want to
give a lengthy speech. We ran over time last
year, and the network was asking if it can be
shorter. I’m thinking, ‘That’s not going to
happen.’ ”
Already, Meen appears to be polishing his
oration. He said he could not read the minds
of dogs, or at least not as easily as he tended
to the egos and ids of his human patients. He
said he fully believed, though, that they were
all heavenly creatures — even the ones that
do not quite manage a perfect strut.
“Dogs are responsible for humanizing
us,” Meen said, “rather than the other way
around.”
Best-in show dog at Westminster
is a German sh—sh— shorthaired
pointer named CJ
Ben Walker, The Associated Press
Wednesday February 17, 2016
NEW YORK—Now appointed America’s
top dog — CJ, the German shorthaired
pointer.
CJ won best in show at the 140th Westminster Kennel Club on Tuesday night, beating
a couple of top favourites at a nearly packed
Madison Square Garden.
There was a moment of drama, too.
As judge Dr. Richard Meen from Canada
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began to announce his choice, German shepherd handler Kent Boyles took a step toward
the prized silver bowl. He heard “German” and
the “sh” to start the second word, but that was
as far as he got.
The three-year-old CJ bested 2,751 other
entries in 199 breeds and varieties to win the
nation’s most prestigious dog competition.
“It’s exactly like what I imagined,” coowner, breeder, and handler Valerie NunesAtkinson said.
CJ certainly came from championship
stock. His grandmother, Carlee, was one of two
previous German shorthaired pointers to win
Westminster, taking the title in 2005.
“He’s never done anything wrong,” NunesAtkinson said.
A borzoi called Lucy finished second.
CJ also topped a Skye terrier, German shepherd, bulldog, shih tzu and Samoyed. There
is no prize money for the win, but there are
valuable breeding rights in the near future and
a legacy in dogdom forever.
Charlie the Skye terrier finished second
at Westminster last year to Miss P the beagle.
Rumor the German shepherd was ranked as
the No. 1 show dog in the country last year and
had won 101 times.
“Vegas odds were not with us,” NunesAtkinson said.
As Meen studied each of the final seven
dogs, he held up his hands like a picture frame
to focus on their expression.
CJ “took me back into the past for what
they were bred to do,” Meen said. “He floated
around the ring beautifully.”
The fan favourite earlier in the night was a
large Leonberger, who wanted a treat and kept
gnawing at his handler’s suit pocket all the way
around the ring.
This was the 18th overall best in show win
for CJ, whose initials stand for his path from
the West Coast — quite a California Journey, it
was, from the city of Temecula.
Earlier in the day, Nunes-Atkinson explained what made CJ so special.
“He has that extra sparkle,” she said. “He’s
an old soul.”
Nunes-Atkinson became the first owner,
breeder and handler to win Westminster since
1983.
CJ definitely has his rituals. Before romping
around the ring, he usually bows down and
sneezes.
After the victory, Nunes-Atkinson kept kissing the dog she calls “the Prince” while looking
into his golden, winning eyes.
CJ won best of breed earlier in the day, then
took the sporting group.
Meen, a psychiatrist, was asked whether he
had ever treated dogs.“No, they’re perfect,” he
said. “People are a mess.”
Catwalk to dogwalk: This is Fashion Week
in Manhattan, and the models are strutting less
than a block from the Garden. But don’t expect
to see any of them venturing from the runway
over to the ring.
Even though designer Valentino famously
brings his pugs everywhere, most of the fashionistas are pretty busy. Instead, watch what
the top handlers wear on the green carpet.
As a rule, the pooches are supposed to be the
stars, so no glitzy couture or loosey-goosey
garments.
Michelle Scott is among the very best; she’s
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twice won best in show at Westminster.
“It has to be comfortable. It has to be professional. And I like bright colours,” she said.
As for the models on the catwalk, would they
be dressed for success with the dogs?
“Oh, they’re all so beautiful,” Scott said.
“But those high heels and short, little outfits. I
don’t think that would work.”
Most dog owners brought their own lucky
clothes. From hats to sweaters to jewelry, there
were many breeds and varieties of pooch apparel on parade around the rings.
Erik Schimmelfing of Raleigh, North Carolina, came to town with a T-shirt featuring
a picture of a basset hound that covered his
torso.
“This was the first article of clothing in my
suitcase,” he said.
Uno Flap: Try to imagine Derek Jeter being
ejected from Yankee Stadium on Old-Timers’
Day. That’s sort of what happened Monday
night to Uno the beagle, widely acclaimed as
the most popular winner in Westminster history.
CNBC wanted to show Uno in the opening
segment of its telecast, and quietly brought
the dog to the TV tower in the ring. But Uno
wasn’t registered to be in the building and
Westminster officials didn’t know he was there
until they heard him barking.
Now almost 11, the 2008 winner and his
handlers were escorted by security out of the
Garden as “any undocumented dog would’ve
been,” Westminster President Sean McCarthy
said.
A spokesman for NBC Sports said it was “a
misunderstanding.”
I’m a dog-mom and proud of it
TheStar.com
Carli Stephens-Rothman, Special to the Star
Thursday February 11, 2016
Sometimes I put my dog in sweaters. Or
pearls.
“It’s a pet, Carli. Not a kid,” I’m told often,
and usually by friends who have children.
Though it’s not because I’ve accessorized her
— as I usually do this in private, and to music
— it’s the response I get when I say I have to
leave wherever it is I am to get home to Fig, my
7-and-a-half-year-old French bulldog. And the
comment stings each time it’s made.
For some reason, people seem to think I
need to hear it. Like I can’t count legs. I can,
and I acknowledge the logical, tangible, and
biological disparities between animal and
human. However, just because people and
puppies are different, do parenthood and pet
ownership necessarily have to be?
In no particular order: I love laughing, I
love a good night’s sleep, and/or Netflix. I love
sweating, my slow cooker, spending time with
family, and spending money at the Dollar
Store. I love reading next to my partner, and
falling asleep in clean sheets. I also really, really
love my dog — and this love is different. Not
bigger or smaller, just different.
This love gets me out of bed and into the
cold darkness of my yard, wearing nothing
but a bathrobe and slippers, at all hours of
the night. This love forces me to familiarize
myself with her figure by hand, so I can feel
for foreign lumps with braille precision as she
ages. This love had me (rather inconveniently)
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“splitting custody” for some time with an ex,
who also loved her dearly, until we both agreed
it made more sense for me to assume guardianship in full.
This love helps me justify the high cost
per can of food from the vet — the kind that
won’t upset her intestinal lymphangiectasia, a
diagnosis she received two years ago that has
made every moment with her since feel both
precious and precarious. This love is sometimes the only kind of love I can muster, when
in that moment the thought of loving even
myself seems ambitious and forced.
Yet, if ever I jokingly refer to myself as a
dog-mom, or Fig as a fur-baby, I am quickly
stopped in my semantic tracks. It seems that
just uttering the term appears to offend some,
turning an otherwise pleasant conversation
into a competition over who’s had less sleep
in the last year. To suggest that caring for a pet
is anything like caring for a child somehow
seems to bring my overall comprehension of
“caring” into question.
I recently came across a comment thread in
a community chat group regarding my local
Canadian Tire changing its policies to allow
dogs in the store. Most of the commenters
were vehemently opposed. Crudely worded
concerns about barking and tinkle puddles
were composed in a queue, which I scanned
carefully on my smartphone in a coffee shop.
A few tables down from me, a young boy
tipped a container of Goldfish crackers onto
the floor, and repeatedly hollered the word
“that” at the woman accompanying him, who
remained entirely unfazed. As the woman knelt
dutifully to collect the snack food, keeping
one hand on her child, she briefly glanced my
way. Her look was not apologetic, and perhaps
that’s because mine was not condemning. This
was a child being a child, and a woman doing
her best to be a parent. Like pee-pee, crackers
can quickly be cleaned up. Accidents happen,
after all.
What’s interesting is that I didn’t need to
ask this woman if she gave birth to the fishflinging tot in order to label this act of caring
and responsibility as “parenting.” She could
have been an aunt, or a nanny, or a deranged
psychopath who’d just snatched the youngster
from someone else’s station wagon. But when
she told the child, “Mommy will get it,” I was
not about to challenge the way she self-identifies. She knows who she is in relation to this
being, and that’s enough for me.
Fig may not need a college fund, I don’t
have to worry about her getting into my makeup as a toddler, or drugs as a teen; and she’s
been spayed, so I don’t need to sit through her
appeal to go on the Pill at 14 “for her skin”
either. I do feel joy when she’s happy, worry
when she’s sick, responsible when in public.
And when I’m alone and the thought creeps
in, I cry heavy, soul-sourced tears at the notion
of eventually losing her.
True, the circumstances of parenthood and
pet ownership are not exactly the same, but the
feelings that come with each can be. Devotion,
purpose, pride, and fear exist in both worlds
— even if the world you and your pet have created will only exist for a short period of time.
I cannot say if I love my dog like I love my
child, because I don’t have a child yet. I can tell
you, however, that I love my dog with all the
love that’s in me to give. And if that’s not the
Newsletter

same way you love your children, perhaps it’s
you who doesn’t understand the meaning of
parenting.
Dog run at Earlscourt Park is a
muddy bog in wet weather: The
Fixer
TheStar.com
Jack Lakey, Staff Reporter
Monday February 8, 2016
When the chips aren’t down, the dogs are
sure to come home with muddy paws.
That’s the situation at Earlscourt Park, at
Davenport Rd. and Lansdowne Ave., where the
off-leash area is a soggy mess in wet weather
due to a lack of absorbent material on the
ground.
This mild winter is a blessing, but it can
also be a curse, as we touched on in our Monday column about snow plow operators driven
to the poorhouse by lack of work.
One of the benefits of a long, cold winter is
that the ground freezes and can’t be mangled
by a sidewalk plow that veers off-course or a
city truck that has to tread on parkland.
But when the temperature stays above zero,
which has been the case for much of the winter, the ground is always muddy in high-traffic
areas.
A reader emailed to say she likes to take
Percy, her golden retriever, to the enclosed dog
run at Earlscourt, but the absorbent material
that covered the ground to soak up moisture
has vanished.
“A number of people have told me they
won’t bring their dogs most days,” she said.
“When it’s particularly muddy, some people
just let their dogs off their leash outside the
off-leash area.
“It’s such a waste of what is otherwise a
great place for the dogs to play, and a really
lovely place for neighbours to gather and chat
on a daily basis.
“The ground is supposed to be full of wood
chips, but they’ve disappeared. There probably
weren’t enough to begin with and the remaining ones have all been pushed to the perimeter.
“The result is that even the slightest bit of
moisture makes the park extremely muddy. I
still take Percy, but I’m constantly cleaning him
and my house is always getting dirty.”
STATUS: We sent a note to Ray Stukas,
parks director in the central core. He replied that Earlscourt is now a west-end park
and that he’d forward our email to Donna
Kovachis, his west district counterpart. But
he added that, “You’re right about the impact
this really mild winter is having on turning
our off-leash areas into mud bowls. I see a few
in my district are facing the same problem.”
He copied us an email to central district staff,
asking them check the off-leash areas and top
them up with wood chips, if needed.

Compiled by Brandon Hall
Brandon Hall is the acting Communications Manager for the
Toronto Veterinary Emergency Hospital (TVEH). With a background in Event Planning and Hotel Management combined
with his passion for animals, he is grateful for the opportunity
to have both incorporated into his work-life. In his spare time
Brandon enjoys evenings out with friends and family, riding
horses and is usually seen with his dog Spencer tagging along
beside him.
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